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Building your Minimum 
Viable Product







You run an experiment not a 
business





The version of a new product which allows a team to collect the 
maximum amount of validated learning about customers with the 

least effort









Who is your ideal early 
adopter?



- Customers know they have a problem
- They want your help solving it
- They will pay you to solve it
- You can solve it



- Specific
- Reachable



List at least 3 customer 
personas.



Launch to a limited audience.



What is your business assumption?

- Clear
- Measurable



Assumption: that people would buy shoes online.

Metric: Number of shoes sold online

Experiment: the extraordinary move of taking pictures
of shoes in a shoe shop… to set up what APPEARED
to be a fully-functional eCommerce website



Assumption: people would like to plan their 
Communication in addvance

Metric: an INTENTION to buy.



Assumptions: people would like to rent their homes
to strangers. People would like to stay with strangers.

Metric: Placed orders.

Experiment: simple website to offer their service.



Assumptions:

People are happy to stream (rather than own) music

Labels and artists are willing to let people do so legally

Fast and stable streaming is technically feasible.



Assumptions



What is your assumed pain point?

- Clear
- Measurable



What about alternatives?



Prepare for your experiment



Define customer journey

There are certain steps 
that need to be followed 
in order to achieve the 
main objective. 



User flow

First action Second action
Order
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Right 
partnerships

We can 
attitude 





Build it



€189Smoke test





€189Wizard of Oz test



A website radio service which plays 
songs according to the 
customer’s individual taste.



Define your
experiment



Hardware



Define key features;

Define key components;

Have technical plan in place;

Have technical advisors.



Test it ASAP



Redo and test again;

Invite your community to give 
Feedback;

Start with design for manufacturing 
Early;



Have questions?

Contact: kamile@ovao.com


